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Abstract (en)
[origin: US4300896A] Device for folding materials, including a belt conveyor material transport assembly extending over three transport sections, the
assembly including three groups of endless belts, the first group of belts being above the three transport sections, the second group of belts being
below the first transport section, the third group of belts being below the third transport section and a swing-plate having a surface below the second
transport section; a retractable material stop between belts of the third group of endless belts; a device for guiding the swing-plate from a starting
position through a 180 DEG turn about the rear edge thereof, a holder swingably supported above the swing-plate with extensions disposed thereon
operable to push the swing-plate through the swing of the holder into the starting position; in a double-folding operation, the holder being contactable
with the rear edge of the swing-plate, the front edge of said swing-plate forming a first crease in the material, and (the rear edge forming a second
crease; guide rollers supporting) the third group of belts at the ends thereof closest to the swing-plate; in a single-folding operation, the guide rollers
being swingable between belts of the first group, simultaneously operable exit rollers for additionally creasing the folds in the material; and a sensor
on the stop triggerable by the leading edge of the material for shutting off the assembly and synchronizing the swing-plate holder and stop.
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